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Abstract
This master’s thesis studies slow motion in music videos. Slow motion has been researched very 
little and is usually mentioned only briefly in literature, covering the kinds of scenes where it is 
used and its intended effect on viewers, but not why it has these effects. Slow motion is typically 
used to create an otherworldly effect, to portray dreams, memories, dramatic situations or altered 
states of consciousness or to emphasize emotions. Gaining a wider theoretical understanding of 
slow motion could serve the use of the commonly used effect and this is the goal of this study, as 
well as creating a basis for further research.

The idea for the topic formed in the spring of 2022 when discussing the nature of slow motion 
during the filming of the production part of this thesis, the music video for the song Control. The 
study differs from existing studies in its focus on slow motion specifically in music videos and on 
why it has its distinctive effects.

The methodology used is a type of grounded theory where data can be collected from various 
sources. The data is analyzed during the collecting and findings affect further collecting. Three 
sources were used: a literature review, expert interviews and a survey. The findings affected the 
use of slow motion in the production part.

Based on the literature review, research on the topic is scarce, slow motion can create an 
intentionality bias, a connection to real life threatening situations is improbable, music and slow 
motion combined can induce strong emotions and the topic is generally difficult to study. The 
most significant finding of the expert interviews was the relaxing properties of slow motion. This 
finding was chosen as the main focus of the survey. Also a connection to a flexible experience of 
time was discussed. The results from the survey support the hypothesis of the relaxing effect and a 
potential for therapeutic use. Additionally, slow motion can create an intentionality bias resulting 
in actions on screen seeming more intentional than if viewed at regular speed. The connection of 
music videos and intentionality bias was discovered during the end of the thesis work and not 
covered extensively, but it offers an intriguing topic for future studies.

This study brings clarity to the nature of slow motion. This in turn can lead to a more conscious, 
justified and accurate use of it in music videos and other motion picture and possibly new 
applications for its use.

Keywords slow motion, slo-mo, visual communication design, music video, motion picture,

intentionality bias
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Sammandrag
Denna magisteruppsats undersöker slow motion i musikvideor. Slow motion har forskats väldigt

lite och nämns vanligtvis bara kort i litteraturen, där främst typer av scener där det används i och

dess avsedda effekt diskuteras, men inte varför den har dessa effekter. Slow motion används

vanligtvis för att skapa en overklig effekt, för att skildra drömmar, minnen, dramatiska situationer

eller förändrade medvetandetillstånd eller för att betona känslor. Att få en bredare teoretisk

förståelse om slow motion skulle kunna tjäna till användningen av den populära effekten och detta

är syftet med denna studie, samt att skapa en grund för vidare forskning.

Idén till ämnet kom till på våren 2022 under en diskussion om karaktären av slow motion under

inspelningen av produktionen för denna avhandling, musikvideon till låten Control. Studien skiljer

sig från befintlig forskning i sitt fokus på slow motion specifikt i musikvideor och i det varför den

har sina utmärkande effekter.

Metodiken som används är en typ av grundad teori där data kan samlas in från olika källor. Data

analyseras under insamlingen och fynden påverkar den fortsatta insamlingen. Tre källor

användes: en litteraturöversikt, expertintervjuer och en enkät. Fynden påverkade användningen

av slow motion i produktionen.

Baserat på litteraturöversikten är ämnet forskat mycket begränsat, slow motion kan skapa en

avsiktsfördom, en koppling till verkliga livshotande situationer är osannolik, kombinationen av

musik och slow motion kan framkalla starka känslor och ämnet är övrigt svårt att forska. Det

viktigaste resultatet av expertintervjuerna var de avslappnande egenskaperna slow motion kan ha.

Detta fynd valdes som huvudfokus för enkäten. Även en koppling till en flexibel tidsupplevelse

diskuterades. Resultaten från undersökningen stödjer hypotesen om den avslappnande effekten

och en potential för terapeutisk användning. Dessutom kan slow motion skapa en avsiktsfördom

som resulterar i att åtgärder på skärmen verkar mer avsiktliga än om de ses med normal hastighet.

Kopplingen mellan musikvideor och avsiktsfördomen upptäcktes under slutet av examensarbetet

och täcktes inte i stor utsträckning, men det erbjuder ett spännande ämne för framtida studier.

Denna studie skapar klarhet till naturen av slow motion. Detta kan i sin tur leda till en mer

medveten, motiverad och korrekt användning av den i musikvideor och andra filmer och

eventuellt nya applikationer för dess användning.

Nyckelord slow motion, slo-mo, visual communication design, music video, motion picture,

intentionality bias
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Pic 1. Filming location for dance parts with Kaiya Hara-lee for the music video for the song Control. This 
staircase is located at the Burnaby campus of Simon Fraser University, Burnaby/ Vancouver, Canada.

Special thanks to 

the video crew: 

 

Claine Lamb,

Sydney Bunning, 

Kaiya Hara-lee. 
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Introduction

This thesis studies the use and effects of slow motion in motion picture. The focus is 
primarily on music videos, but secondarily on other types of motion picture, like mo-
vies, TV-shows, advertisements, news videos and social media reels. 

My first interest towards the subject formed during the video shoot for my song 
Control in the spring of 2022 during my exchange studies at Simon Fraser University 
(SFU) in Vancouver, Canada. I studied music as my minor at SFU and created a number 
of songs during the studies. Inspired the amazing environments in Vancouver I wanted 
to film music videos for my songs and during the filming for the video for Control, my 
classmate Claine Lamb who was the camera operator asked if we should film at double 
frame rate for slow motion? “Slow motion just always looks so good” she said like it was 
a universal truth while preparing the camera for the coming shots. I remember fully 
agreeing with her on this and for some reason the phrase stayed in my thoughts. I ended 
up asking myself why does slow motion ”always look so good”? What does it represent to 
us? What happens in our minds when we are watching a motion picture in slow motion? 
Is it connected to some particular phenomenon in real life? 

After my exchange studies and return back to Finland it was time for me 
to choose a topic for my thesis. My interest towards music videos, one of the visual 
communication sectors connected to music, had awoken as a side effect of my music 
studies and now it felt like a natural course of development to work on a thesis con-
nected to them in a way or another. I came up with the idea of using my upcoming 
music video for Control as a production part for the thesis. I was still lacking a specific 
focus for my research when the questions on slow motion returned to my thoughts and 
quickly started to seem like a suitable and intriguing topic. I decided to try to uncover 
at least some of the secrets of this mysterious effect and put my findings into use in the 
editing phase of making the video for Control.

Pic 2. Live electro-acoustic jam session for the course Live Electronics Lab at SFU. Daniel Lin to the left 
and me to the right. This was performed in the same classroom where I created the song Control. 
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The slow motion effect is usually created by filming a scene at a higher frame 
rate than the frame rate it will be played at. Motions will appear to happen at a slowed 
down speed compared to the original speed. For reasons mainly unknown, the slowed 
down scenes affect viewers’ thoughts and emotions in certain ways. In motion pic-
ture literature slow motion is described to create an otherworldly, dreamy, nostalgic, 
romantic, intense or dramatic atmosphere. It seems to emphasize the emotional impact 
of any type of scene where applied. Furthermore, slow motion is often used to portray 
a character in an altered state of mind, like in an enchanted, fantasizing, intoxicated or 
ill state of mind or to represent a memory or depict a character’s focused state of mind.

The aim of this study is to gain a better understanding of why slow motion has 
the effects on viewers that it has, what its connection to real life is and to suggest how a 
deepened understanding could be put into use in music videos and possibly also other 
motion picture forms. Since very little research has been conducted on slow motion, this 
thesis also functions as a charting of existing knowledge and a basis for future research.

Slow motion can be seen as a tool that assists in achieving certain outcomes. 
As with any tool, it helps to understand why it does what it does. Tools can be used 
purely based on the knowledge of the outcome of their use, but understanding why 
they function like they do can lead to a more refined use and even result in applications 
previously not thought of. For instance, if it was discovered that slowing down a cer-
tain motion picture scene by 50% resulted in anxiety among most viewers, but slowing 
it down by 100% had a relaxing effect, this knowledge could be implemented to various 
types of motion picture, when aiming for either of the wanted outcomes. Furthermore, 
limited understanding of a tool can result in unwanted results from its use.

This study has three consecutive stages that each have their separate expected 
outcomes. The outcome of the preceding stage affects the subsequent stages. Firstly 
a literary review of previous research is conducted. An understanding of the current 
knowledge on slow motion is expected as an outcome of the review, and based on this 
understanding, previously unasked questions are generated for the second stage of the 
study, the in-depth interviews. The in-depth interviews are expected to create hypot-
heses for why slow motion affects viewers in the ways it does and these hypotheses will 
be the focus of the third stage, which is a survey research. The outcomes of the survey 
are expected to either support or not support the hypotheses and lead to conclusions 
connected to the main research question.  
 Finally, the research findings of the three stages will be put to use in the 
production part of this thesis, the music video for the song Control. The conceptualiza-
tion of the music video, as well as filming was carried out during the last weeks of my 
exchange studies, but the compiling and editing of the video was left for a later point 
in time. Combining the finalizing of the music video as a production part for this 
thesis turned out to be a great opportunity to apply research findings to practice.

Research question: How does slow motion in music videos affect viewers, 
why does it function like this and can a better understanding of its nature 
lead to its better use or novel applications for it?
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Pic 3 & 4. Photos I took when looking for options around Burnaby campus for my video shoot for Control.
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Background

Slow motion is created by altering recording and playback speeds. The customary fra-
me rate for film is 24-30 fps (frames per second). If a shot is filmed in 24 fps and then 
played in 24 fps, the speed of events taking place on screen will correspond to reality. 
However, if an event is filmed at a higher frame rate, let’s say 48 fps and then played at 
the customary 24 fps, the event will take longer (in this example double the time) to 
happen on screen, thus appearing to be slowed down (Zettl, 2005/2011).
 It took a while for filmmakers to discover the potential of slow motion as a 
tool for enhancing emotional impact. Rudolf Arnheim, professor of the Psychology of 
Art at Harvard University in 1968,  writes about slow motion in the book Film as Art, 
first published in 1958, that slow motion is almost solely used in educational film, to 
show individual phases of rapid movements, like bombs exploding or dogs jumping, 
but he emphasizes what potential slow motion has and how it should be experimented 
with in artistic film as well to, for instance show visions or ghosts, due to its curious 
gliding, floating character. He further characterizes slow motion as changing dynamic 
character into lazy or gliding. (Arnheim, 1958) For long the effect was used merely for 
technical purposes, like educational films, even though the first dramatic use of slow 
motion was supposedly in the film Faits divers by Claude Autant-Lara back in 1923 
(Stephenson and Debrix, 1965).
 Nowadays slow motion is one of the most commonly used effects in motion 
picture and it is widely used for enhancing or altering the emotional content of a scene. 
In film theory literature various characterizations of its use are suggested. Shimamura 
et al. offer an insight on two of the effect’s usages and how they differ: slow motion 
is used for two very different purposes: it functions well when you want to give the 
impression of an other-worldly event, but it is also widely used for scientific purpo-
ses. Through slowing down the playback rate of the film, previously unseen scientific 
phenomena can be revealed. As an example, the surprising squishing of a golf ball, 
when being hit. This could not be registered at normal speed by the naked eye. By gi-
ving us more time to look, slow motion gives us more access to the truth than normal 
speed moving images, making it more truthful. (Shimamura et al., 2013)
 Siegfried Kracauer approaches slow motion as a parallel to close-up. He sees 
it as a means to see motions too fast to be registered in their natural speed, a close-up 
in time (Kracauer, 1960/1973). Other characterizations of the effect include creating an 
illusion of greater mass, which has been used in shots with miniatures to make them 
appear massive (Finch, 1984), creating a dream or fantasy like effect, to emphasize a 
spectacle, drama or for instance superhero powers or to portray a state of being drug-
ged, all of these being more or less otherworldly states or events (Bordwell, Thompson 
and Smith, 2017). According to Herbert Zettl, slow motion seems to make the air 
denser and decrease the pull of gravity, turning motions wooly and soft, which adds a 
feeling of surreality. It is most often used to strengthen the agony of getting somewhe-
re, when the situation is dramatic for one reason or another (Zettl, 2005/2011). Torben 
Grodal adds to the list of adjectives characterizing the effect of slow motion the words 
saturated, timeless, lyrical and shallow. (Grodal, 1997)
 The character of slow motion is described in many ways throughout film 
literature, but theories on why slow motion has the effects it has seem are lacking. This 
thesis aims to create information on that.    
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Literature review

Perceptual and Aesthetic Effects of Time Manipulation in Cinema and Video Games.
Roosa Piitulainen

Roosa Piitulainen examines the use of time manipulation in cinema and video games 
in her thesis Perceptual and Aesthetic Effects of Time Manipulation in Cinema and Video 
Games. Based on existing research and literature, the study aims to create a coherent 
understanding on how a spectator experiences time manipulations like slow motion, fast 
motion and bullet time, keeping the focus on slow motion. A challenge with this is the 
scarcity of existing studies that investigate and analyze the perceptual and aesthetic effects 
of slow motion. Piitulainen claims that a study which would focus on time manipulation 
specifically does not exist. This is something that I noticed as well, when searching for in-
formation on slow motion in books and researches from the film field. It seems like there 
is no deeper analysis of why slow motion is used in the way it is, why it is such a popular 
effect and what it actually does on a psychological or emotional level to a spectator. Lite-
rature on slow motion covers mainly what purpose it is used for.
 Piitulainen’s study looks at slow motion in regard to motor learning, media 
psychology, its use specifically in TV and cinema and also in video games, which is 
different to cinema in some regards, like its connection to gameplay.

Simplified, the use of slow motion in motor learning means using it as a tool 
for learning a motoric skill, for instance a throwing task. The studies on slow motion in 
motor learning focus on comparing learning by watching either slow motion or regular 
speed video tutorials. This aspect of slow motion is not very closely related to the study 
of the effect’s emotional impacts, but, according to Piitulainen, it still provides valuable 
information on how filmed human motion is perceived differently when played in slow 
motion than in regular speed. Piitulainen suggests that this could be connected to the 
slightly unreal effect that the use of slow motion in cinema may have.

Slow motion in media psychology covers for instance the use of the effect in 
news and as evidence in court. Previous studies have shown that slow motion can affect 
how guilty a filmed person appears to the spectators. The slowed down movement creates 
a false impression that the filmed person’s actions seem more intentional than they seem 
if viewed at regular speed. Furthermore, news stories displayed in slow motion are seen as 
more sensational, but less fair and informative than ones played at regular speed.

Even though empirical research on slow motion in TV and cinema is scar-
ce, theorists seem to have a good understanding on how the effect can be used: to 
highlight significant events and emphasize their importance by making the actions take 
longer and changing the quality of movement. Changing the quality of the movement 
affects how a spectator relates to the person on the screen, when imagining how the 
movements feel. When a movement is displayed in slow motion, the medium, usually 
being air, in which the filmed person is moving appears to have a greater resistance 
than when displayed at regular speed. This affects how the person’s movements are 
being experienced by the spectator. Piitulainen continues by stating that slow move-
ment is generally connected with high status. A slowly moving character can thus be 
associated with higher status and be admired more easily by a spectator.

Piitulainen also takes a close look at the so-called bullet time -effect, introduced 
by the 1999 film The Matrix. According to Piitulainen, bullet time takes slow motion 
one step further by almost stopping time and giving the spectator a chance to observe 
the scene at hand with great accuracy and from various angles. Bullet time brings a 
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sculptural element to cinema. For its duration, we can observe the object on the screen 
in the same way we would observe a static piece of art. Perhaps slow motion has a hint 
of this as well. When the playback is slowed down, we have time to observe what is 
displayed with more detail. This part of Piitulainen’s study is most closely connected to 
my study, which asks how researching why slow motion is a powerful tool for certain 
purposes could make its use more accurate. It seems like the effect is used instinctively. 
Can a tool’s full potential be put into use if the effects are not fully understood?

Piitulainen also talks about fast motion and mixing fast and slow motion. 
Fast motion is far more unusual in all types of cinema and is used mainly to achieve a 
comical effect or as a rhetorical device in action films. Mixing fast and slow motion can 
be used to create tension and release effects or to mirror emotional states of characters.

The section concerning slow motion use in video games mainly discusses the ef-
fects similar use as in cinema, and additionally its use as an element in game play, and does 
not bring significant additional insights on slow motions functions on emotional levels.
 In the concluding part of the study Piitulainen emphasizes how the use of 
slow motion is quite established and backed by media and film theory, but supporting 
empirical evidence is limited. A notable detail in the study is how slow motion is con-
tinuously, starting from the heading of the thesis, referred to as time manipulation. But 
is time manipulation really what slow motion is about, or could something else, like 
manipulation of the atmosphere be seen as the primary function of the effect?

Key findings:  
Research on the topic is scarce. 
Slow motion can have an effect on how intentional actions seem. 
Slow motion in news is experienced as more sensational, but less fair and 
informative. 
Slow motion highlights significant events and emphasizes their importance. 
Slow movement is generally connected with high status. 
Mixing fast and slow motion can be used to create tension and release effects 
or to mirror emotional states of characters. 

Slow motion in films and video clips: Music influences perceived duration and 
emotion, autonomic physiological activation and pupillary responses.
Clemens Wöllner, David Hammerschmidt and Henning Albrecht

One hypothetical explanation to why slow motion has the kind of effects it has, is a suggest-
ed connection to the sensation of time slowing down in threatening real life situations. 

In their article Slow motion in films and video clips: Music influences perceived 
duration and emotion, autonomic physiological activation and pupillary responses, Cle-
mens Wöllner et al. study this theory, as well as the impact of adding music to slow 
motion scenes. By monitoring a number of physical reactions on research participants, 
the research team aims to study the suggested connection. The monitored reactions are 
the size of the pupil, galvanic skin response and heart rate. Additionally, time percepti-
on connected to the different excerpts is being studied. The video excerpts used in the 
study include excerpts from commercial films, dance and sports footage. The excerpts 
are played both at regular speed and slow motion. In addition to studying the effect 
of slow motion, the research team also studies the difference music has on how the 
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excerpts are experienced.
A shortcoming in this theory in my view is that the experience of slowed down 

time in real life is connected only to threatening situations, but in films, slow motion 
is used in many other kinds of situations as well, like romantic or nostalgic scenes, or 
connected to dreams, memories or other altered states of the mind. It is not a common 
experience for people to feel like time slows down in these types of real life situations.

Also the research findings give only little support to the hypotheses. A con-
nection between slow motion media and threatening real life experiences is not very 
likely, on the contrary, the slow motion video excerpts in the study were connected to 
a lowered arousal, not a raised one, which is the opposite of what happens to a person 
in a threatening, real life situation. Only reported valence was higher for slow motion. 
This could indicate that slow motion is experienced in a very different way than real 
life situations and that it affects people more on a psychological or emotional level than 
physiologically.

The durations of excerpts played in slow motion were estimated to be shorter 
than they were. The estimated durations of regular speed excerpts were more accurate. 
Arousal was judged to be higher for regular speed excerpts and with music, and valence 
higher for slow motion excerpts with music. The different genres also affected the results.

According to the researchers, the power of slow motion is fully utilized only 
when combining it with music. Their findings support this hypothesis. Music induces 
arousal and emotions similar to responses to real-life events. The presence of music also 
leads to more accurate estimates of the duration of the clips. Based on this research it is 
obvious that slow motion is a potent tool in music video making, because music videos 
naturally always include the music element.

All through the study, it seems like the hypothesis is not supported very much. 
Support for experiencing time to be stretched in non-threatening, but emotionally in-
tense real life situations remains weak, which undermines this part of the whole study.
 This study connects to my thesis in that it aims to uncover why slow motion af-
fects viewers the way it does. The hypothesis is credible, but the research findings do not 
support it to a large extent. As a conclusion, finding an explanation to why slow motion 
has the effects it has needs further research with other approaches and hypotheses.

Key findings: 
There is not a strong connection between the sensation of prolonged time in 
real life threatening situations and the effect slow motion has in motion picture. 
The combination of slow motion and music can induce strong emotions, 
similar to the ones induced in real life situations. 
More research and new approaches are required to explain how slow motion 
is connected to real life situations.

Effect of Film Velocity on Genre Recognition
Valentijn Visch and Ed Tan 

In their research Effect of Film Velocity on Genre Recognition, Valentijn Visch and Ed 
Tan studied the connection of playback speed on genre recognition. The genres studied 
were comic, action, drama, and nonfiction genres. All genres were studied at 3 playback 
speeds: regular, accelerated by one third and decelerated by one third. In addition to 
film genre and velocity, a third factor, the prototypicality of scenes was included in 
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the study. The genre of a film is defined by a number of attributes characteristic for 
the genre. The prototypicality of a scene or a film is measured by how many of these 
attributes are present in the scene or film in question. 

The main and first hypothesis was that speed of movement serves as a que for 
genre recognition. The hypothesis was based on the way velocity often affects the expres-
sion in other art forms like music and dance. The researchers stated that fast music and 
dance are often characterized as joyful, exciting, agitated or triumphant and slow music 
and dance on the other hand as sad, calm or dignified. This might be true in many cases, 
but slow music can likewise be comical and fast paced music sad. The second hypot-
hesis specified that genre recognition will be most effective in drama and comedy genres. 
The third and fourth hypotheses further specified the scope of the research.
 Slow motion proved to be strongly associated with drama, whereas fast motion 
was connected with comedy. For action and nonfiction genres, no strong connection to 
playback speed was noted. An interesting point made is that it is the speed of motions 
of actors which is the essential part of the velocity being experienced by viewers. 19th 
century dance theoretician François Delsarte states that profound and serious emotions 
require slow movement and light and happy emotions fast movements.
 The findings of the study supported to some extent that playing film at altered 
speeds can have a crucial impact on how it is experienced by viewers. Understanding a film 
and the emotional experience a viewer has is strongly connected to which genre they cate-
gorize the film to be. The categorization of the film being watched influences the viewers 
expectations on how the film will develop. Thus, if the use of film velocity affects this 
categorization, it is an important tool in guiding the viewer through the movie experience.
 What complicates studying film velocity effects on genre recognition is that 
films of certain genre can include scenes from other genres. A non-comedy film can 
for instance include a comical scene, like for instance the scene in Stanley Kubric’s A 
Clockworks Orange where the main character has sex with two girls in his bedroom. 
This scene, is made comical by accelerating it to fast motion. This can make it difficult 
to find a scene that represents well a certain genre, which in turn can have an effect on 
the validity of a study like this. This is also pointed out by the research team.

In general, the research points out in different ways how complex studying 
a certain feature in motion picture is. This is because the experience of the viewers is 
formed through multiple factors and isolating one for research and leaving the other 
ones out is difficult.   

As a conclusion it can be said that the effect film velocity manipulation has on 
a scene depends on a number of factors. Even if slow motion more often makes a scene 
dramatic, it can also make it comical and therefor is not easy to define. The multifunc-
tionality of the slow motion effect makes it difficult to research.

The essential connection between the study and this thesis is how the study 
supports the significance of film velocity on the viewer experience. The findings sup-
port what is generally said in literature of slow motion use. 

Key findings: 
Slow motion is difficult to study due to its multifunctionality; its effects de-
pend on context and other attributes of the scene. 
Slow motion is generally connected with dramatic scenes and fast motion 
with comical scenes, but exceptions exist.
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Summary of literature review:
The effects of slow motion on viewers and their mechanisms are topics that have not 
been researched much. Some research exists on the physiological effects it has on 
viewers, how it can guide in genre recognition and on how it can alter the content of 
various types of motion picture.

Slow motion does not seem to be strongly connected to how threatening 
situations in real life are experienced as happening in slow motion. Slow motion usu-
ally works well in dramatic scenes contrary to fast motion, which goes well with fast 
motion, but there are exceptions in both cases. 

Slow motion can make actions seem more intentional than they are. This 
intentionality bias is not trivial, since video footage is often used in court trials as evi-
dence or in sports to help referees assess foul play and decide on penalties. If a criminal 
or foul playing athlete seems to act more intentionally than they really have been, the 
results can be unjust.

The intentionality bias could be used in artistic motion picture, like music 
videos, to affect the habitus of characters in the video. For instance if a member of a 
band seems to play their instrument with movements that seem more intentional, this 
can have an effect on how a spectator experiences the video. In general, music and slow 
motion in videos are a good match capable of inducing strong emotions in the audien-
ce. Also, because slow motion is often associated with high status, it is a good tool for 
enhancing the impressiveness of a musician on screen.

Methodology

Grounded theory
Grounded theory is a research form often used for research on areas that have not 
been studied in great depth or for which clear or definite theories do not exist. The 
researcher gathers data from a variety of sources and develops a new theory based on 
it. Due to its ever-changing nature and resistance for clear definitions, design is a very 
suitable area for grounded theory research.

What makes grounded theory a flexible research form is that all methods are 
applicable for data collection. Another key feature of this research form is that the 
researcher analyzes data as it comes and as the research progresses, the data analysis be-
gins to drive the data collection. Categories or themes are formed based on the collect-
ed data and the data collection and analyzing loop continues until a clear theory begins 
to form. (Muratovski, 2016, 98-101)

This thesis was conducted through a type of grounded theory where data was 
collected in three consecutive steps: a literary review, in-depth interviews and a survey. 
The preceding step directed the data collection of the subsequent step.

Step 1: literary review
In the literary review, previous research on the topic was being charted. The main goal 
of it was to provide a clear picture of the state of the knowledge in the field at the time 
of conducting the thesis study (Muratovski, 2016, 32). Furthermore, the literary review 
affected questions in the in-depth reviews and also the survey.
 Literature and research on slow motion is scarce and even more so for the use 
of slow motion in music videos. At the film section of Aalto University’s library, books 
on film theory, editing and effects all mention slow motion only briefly to explain how 
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it is usually used in motion picture. The same is true for literature at the library of Kavi 
(National Audiovisual Institute).
 A few studies connected to the topic of this thesis were found through Aalto 
doc and Google scholar. The databases were searched with combinations of the follo-
wing search words: slow motion, slo-mo, slow-motion, fast motion, music videos, film. 
Based on the search done and on what is stated in the literature, slow motion has not 
been researched very much, neither in film or music video context. The studies select-
ed for this review approach slow motion through its effect on film genre recognition, 
perceptual and aesthetic effects in film and video games and how the presence of music 
affects experiencing slow motion

Step 2: in-depth expert interviews
In the in-depth interviews 3 experts from the music video field were interviewed with 
the goal of gaining information on the use, effects and emotional mechanisms of slow 
motion. Notable, surprising and reoccurring themes and questions were then used as a 
base for formulating the questions in the survey of step 3.

I chose the interviewees by asking 5 musician friends about experienced music 
video professionals they had worked with and whom they appreciated. Of the 5 people 
asked, 3 replied quickly with the names of 3 music video professionals. I emailed these 
3 people, asking them if they were willing to give an interview on the subject and all 
three people were excited about the topic and ready to share their views on it.
 The 3 interviewees were Sami Joensuu, Valtteri Lahikainen and Heikki Oino-
nen. Sami is a Sweden based film director who, as he describes himself grew up on the 
road with his family, in and out of a suitcase, but has his heart in Finland. Sami has 
worked on music videos with well known Finnish musicians and bands, such as Haloo 
Helsinki, Redrama, Disco Ensemble as well as international ones like Chainsmokers, 
The Misfits, Erykah Badu and Katie Perry. Sami’s interest towards music videos formed 
at an early age when watching MTV and envisioning his own videos to music he 
listened to on his walkman. For Sami, the primary motivator to make music videos lies 
in their value as artistic pieces.
 Valtteri Lahikainen likewise has had an interest towards music videos since he 
was a small child. He thinks that even if the music itself is important to him, it was 
the music videos that stole his attention from the start. Valtteri has worked on music 
videos or other music related video material, like tour and behind the scenes films with 
artists like HIM and Stam1na. He is a big fan of 90’s VHS aesthetics and aims to refine 
his expertise in them and become a specialist in the niche.

Heikki Oinonen is the CEO and one of the founders of Koju Film Company. 
His interest towards music videos and other motion pictures started at a young age, 
but for long it was just a dear hobby for him. He founded Koju with his friend from 
media studies and in the beginning their focus was mainly on music videos. Slowly the 
focus shifted more to advertisement content, but music videos have a special place in 
Heikki’s heart and Koju still makes them, now more for the love of the game.
 The interview questions were chosen based on the initial research plan, re-
search question and the insights gained from the literature review, and were as follows:

1. Tell me about your background with music videos? What has your career been 
like? Can you mention some top moments or especially significant projects?

2. Do you use slow motion in your work?
3. In what kinds of scenes/ contexts have you used it?
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4. Different music genres and slow motion. Thought on this?
5. What do you think slow motion does in music videos/ films? What do you 

think it can be used for?
6. Why do you think slow motion works in this way? Is it connected to some 

particular phenomena in real life? Simply put, what is the clue with the whole 
thing?

7. Do you think it could be better used as a means of expression if we had a bet-
ter theoretical understanding of why it works the way it does?

The interviews were carried out in the form of zoom meetings and were all approxima-
tely one hour in duration. The zoom sessions were recorded and afterwards essential 
points were extracted from them and summarized into written form. Since the nature 
of the interviews were informal and relaxed, a lot of what was discussed was left out 
and only the points clearly connected to the research topic were included in the inter-
view summary. The summary is included in this thesis as appendix 1 and a simplified 
version, with the main points is included as part of the results section. The interviews 
were carried out on the 18th of October in 2022.

Step 3: survey
The aim of the third step of this study was to further collect information on the re-
search topic, now based on the insights from the in-depth expert interviews as well as 
the literature review.

The third step of the study included two versions of a prototype music video 
scene for Control followed by a survey with 14 questions to be answered after watching 
one of the videos. Each survey participant watched only one of the prototype videos, 
not both. This was to avoid pseudoreplication, adding seemingly independent observa-
tions to the research data. Seeing both versions of the prototype would possibly affect 
the answers and lead to biased results. The prototype versions were made with the aim 
for them to be as identical as possible in every way, but with the only difference that 
one was in slow motion and the other one in regular playback speed. The excerpts were 
both 29 seconds long, had the same part of the song playing, were filmed on the same 
spot and with the same angles and the shots of prototypes were chosen to be as similar 
as possible between each other. 

When filming at higher than normal frame rates in order to produce slow mo-
tion footage of the material, the slow motion shots become darker than regular shots 
filmed in the exact same circumstances. For this reason, the lighting of the regular 
speed prototype was darkened using Adobe Premiere Pro in order to be similar as in 
the slow motion prototype.

Prior to conducting the survey, the two video excerpts and the questions 
connected to them were examined by thesis supervisor professor Rupesh Vyas. Vyas 
assessed the video excerpts as suitable for the survey and additionally made an obser-
vation, that in his view, even noticing that one was in slow motion and the other one 
not, was not very easy. This was an exciting observation, because it entailed a worry 
of the results of the survey having little or no difference between the two prototypes if 
there was a chance that the difference in velocity was too subtle.

Based on the feedback from Vyas, a couple of smaller changes were made to 
the survey questions, but in general the questions were assessed as valid for the purpose 
of the study.  
In the survey, the participants rated their emotions connected to the prototype they 
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saw on a five step linear scale. The traits or experienced emotions rated in the survey 
were as follows:

1. Stressful - Relaxing
2. Peaceful - Hectic
3. Not annoying - Annoying
4. Relieving - Burdening
5. Not exhausting - Exhausting
6. Being in the moment - Not being in the moment
7. Nostalgic - Not nostalgic
8. Positive impact on mood - Negative
9. Anxiety reducing - Raising
10. Uplifting - Depressing
11. How likely they would watch the video again
12. How stressed they are in general
13. How happy they are in general

Additionally the participants’ ages were asked. 
 
Questions number 1 and 2 are quite self explanatory; they measure traits connected to men-
tal wellbeing. These questions are connected to the interview discussions on the calming, 
peaceful and pleasant nature of slow motion and the idea of its therapeutic potential. The 
purpose of questions 3, 4, 5, 8, 9 and 10 is to get direct information on how the participants 
feel after watching the video rather than to evaluate the atmosphere in the video. 
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Number 6 is connected to both the interviews and some of the preliminary 
reading on the subject. One characteristic of slow motion is that it seems to seize time 
and enhance the experience of being in the moment, which is also often connected to 
mental and emotional wellbeing. 

Question number 7 was discussed with Vyas and seen as problematic, but still 
included in the survey. Asking about nostalgia was an attempt to measure if the parti-
cipants felt like the video took them back to when they were younger. This was based 
on the interview with Valtteri and his suggestion that slow motion could be connected 
to how we experience time at different ages. Furthermore, slow motion has also been 
connected to nostalgy by music video expert Carol Vernallis in her book Experiencing 
music video. Vernallis argues, that slow motion is, next to shift in color, greater diffu-
sion, Super-8 or grainy film, a prominent way to illustrate a sense of past or create a 
nostalgic atmosphere in music videos (Vernallis, 2004). 

Question number 11 aimed to measure how pleasant the viewer found watch-
ing the video. This could also give a hint of the therapeutic potential of slow motion. 

Questions 12 and 13 were asked to chart the participants’ mental and emotional 
state generally, to clarify what the starting point to their reactions to the prototypes were.

The survey was conducted in the lobby spaces of Aalto University’s Väre 
-building on the 24th to 25th of October 2022. 62 participants answered the survey, 31 
for each prototype. 5 responses for F2 were collected on the 24th of october between 17 
and 20 o’clock and 26 for S1. The remaining 26 responses for F2 as well as the 5 respon-
ses for S1 were collected on the 25th of october between 13 and 17 o’clock. 

Pic 5 & 6. The data for the survey was collected in the lobby of Väre, Aalto University. The video excerpts 
were watched on a 16 inch Macbook Pro laptop. Participants wore noise cancelling Sony WH1000 XM3 
headphones to ensure that the audio track of the excerpts was heard and also to create a more peaceful 
setup for parttaking n the survey.
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Results and findings – Interviews

The results and findings of the in depth interviews are scrutinized here one question at 
a time, but regarding all three interviewees at the same time. The answers to question 
number 1, being discussion on the backgrounds and careers of the interviewees were 
covered in the methods chapter.

2. Do you use slow motion in your work?
The point of this question was to emphasize the presumed assumption that slow mo-
tion is a very popular and widely used effect and also to leave the possibility open that 
some of the interviewees do not use it. 

All interviewees use slow motion in their work and deem it as a useful and 
powerful effect. Valtteri even went to the extremes of saying that if he could choose 
freely, he would shoot all music videos fully in slow motion. An important point here 
is that during the interview with Valtteri a very essential detail on slow motion use in 
music videos was discovered. A common technique used when making music videos is 
to film the video at a higher frame rate, for instance double to the frame rate it will be 
played at, but using a music playback tape which is sped up in the same proportion as 
the frame rate of recording. When the band is being filmed in this way, they will play 
their instruments and sing the vocals at a higher speed (in this case double speed). As 
a result, when the film is slowed down to half speed for the final video, lipsync and 
the playing of instruments will be in sync with the song, but all motions will be in 
slow motion. This results in a peculiar mix of slow motion and regular speed motion 

Pic 7. Interviewee Sami Joensuu. To Sami the artistic value is always priority number one in music videos.
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picture. The slow motion is not as obvious as in conventional slow motion scenes, it 
can even be difficult to notice that the movements actually are in slow motion, but the 
atmosphere of shots filmed like this very clearly differs from normal speed shots. It can 
be seen to be an effect with which one can get best of both worlds: the strong emotio-
nal impact of slow motion, but in a way that the viewer does not even notice it is in 
slow motion. This way of filming is what Valtteri meant when saying he would choose 
to film every music video entirely in slow motion if he could. Furthermore Valtteri says 
that this technique was used very widely in the beginning of the millenia, but that it 
has been used less lately. One band that uses the technique a lot is HIM.

3. In what kinds of scenes/ contextes have you used it?
Sami points out that the use of slow motion should be well-grounded, but that someti-
mes just making a scene look amazing by using the effect justifies it.
 Valtteri says slow motion is good for boosting cool situations in document 
films and behind the scenes type of material. He continues that slow motion works 
well for tension creating and also for mirroring the drama of the song, but just like 
Sami, Valtteri thinks that he pretty much has applied slow motion wherever he has 
thought it looks good.
 Heikki talks about the effect in a similar manner. He sees slow motion as a 
way of highlighting a scene, but he also emphasizes that it should be used sparingly. 
Heikki also mentions the same special use of slow motion that Valtteri praises, where 
playing and singing is in sync with the song, but it really is in slow motion.

Pic 8. Interviewee Valtteri Lahikainen is a strong supporter of slow motion. Valtteri finds it interesting 
how we can experience the passing of time very varying in different situations or times of our lives. This is 
perhaps connected to why slow motion effects viewers in the ways it does.
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4. Different music genres and slow motion. Thought on this?
The interviewees are consentient in that slow motion is an equally good effect across 
all genres. Valtteri adds that it possibly works best when there is a lot of movement 
going on and hence live instrument music might be particularly good in slow motion, 
because it involves a lot of motion. 

5. What do you think slow motion does in music videos/ films? What do you think 
it can be used for?
This question is similar to question number three, but covers the use of slow motion also on 
a more theoretical level and is not bound to what the interviewees have done in practice.

The interviewees characterized scenes in slow motion as thick dusty, sandy, clayey, 
dreamy, peaceful atmospheres, moments without hurry, with a certain absence of time or 
separating from the moment, massive, dramatic, magnificent. They thought it is good for 
emphasizing all sorts of emotions in scenes, as well as enhancing the “god mode” of the 
musicians involved. It was also seen as a good tool for creating climaxes in videos.

6. Why do you think slow motion works in this way? Is it connected to some parti-
cular phenomena in real life? Simply put, what is the clue with the whole thing?
This question is perhaps the most essential one in regards to the research question and 
the choices of topics for the survey. Preceding questions can be seen to have functioned 
as a basis or introduction, so that the interviewees have a parsed basis on which they 
can better base their thoughts on this question. What was interesting, even though 
perhaps not very surprising was that the interviewees mentioned that they never had 

Pic 9. Interviewee Heikki Oinonen sees the transition to digital cameras in music videos as a big change 
in the industry. The nature of filming has changed strongly when there is no pressure to use film sparingly. 
Consequently, scenes are filmed with less planning and the role of studio work is emphasized.
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given this much thought, but found the question very interesting.
 A number of suggested explanations came up and these different explanations can 
be a result of the various uses of slow motion that were mentioned in the literature review.
 One explanation was connected to how slow motion lets viewers see things we 
normally would not and satisfies the naturally curious minds of humans. To be able to 
see these things without hurry was thought to have a calming effect for the mind.  
 The calming effect of slow motion was discussed a lot. Especially because of 
the hectic environments we live in nowadays, the slow pace of slow motion was seen 
to give spectators a relieving pause from the stressful reality. Similarly the way slow 
motion seems to focus on the moment and isolate it was thought to be connected to 
the pleasant effect it has on viewers.

Also the way we can experience time differently depending on the situation, 
emotions involved, our mental state or for instance at different ages through our lives 
was discussed. A connection between slow motion and how childhood experiences, like 
summer holidays or meaningful events are often remembered as have felt to last longer 
than similar experiences when being an adult was also suggested. 
 
7. Do you think it could be better used as a means of expression if we had a better 
theoretical understanding of why it works the way it does?
A better understanding of slow motion was generally seen to develop the way it is used. 
An idea of slow motion in therapeutic use was suggested as a potential new application 
for it. By understanding better slow motions psychological effects it could be more 
accurately used in order to create a wanted effect in the viewer.

Analyse of interviews 
Like the literature review, the interviews supported the thought of slow motion being 
a solid tool among music video makers, but its use being strongly instinctive and not 
based on theory. The effect was seen to be particularly useful in music videos because 
of its ability to make musicians appear more impressive. Interestingly it was discovered 
that many music videos are played fully in slow motion, which also speaks for how well 
slow motion and music videos combine. 

The finding from the interviews which was seen as most interesting was a 
suggested connection between playback speed velocity and stress. From this arose the 
question if slow motion could have a therapeutic function. This theme was selected 
to be the main focus for the third step of the study. The relaxing and calming effect of 
slow motion was mentioned several times throughout the interviews.

One thought suggested by Valtteri on how slow motion could be connected to 
reality was a connection to how differently humans experience the passing of time and 
especially to how slowly time seemed to pass for everyone at a younger age. Could this 
be connected to why slow motion is experienced to be intense? Could one explanation 
of the effects of slow motion be connected to childhood nostalgia? This idea was also 
studied in the survey, but to a smaller extent.
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Results and findings – Survey

The charts in orange represent the results for the slow motion version and the gray 
charts for the normal playback speed video excerpt. The first mentioned alternative 
in the survey question asked is always marked in the cart as value 1 and the second 
alternative as value 5. This means that for instance in the first chart 1 stands for stressful 
and 5 for relaxing. From here on the slow motion excerpt will be referred to as S1 (S 
represents slow) and the normal speed F2 (F represents fast). The charts are marked by 
a ”Q” and number, which are positioned above the charts to indicate the number of 
the question. Also ”S1” and ”F2” marks have been placed next to the charts to further 
clarify which survey group the chart in question represents.
 Besides the separate charts for the two survey groups there is also a combined 
multi-set bar chart displaying the results for the two survey groups next to each other. 
The reason for including the two different chart types is that the charts with only 
results for one of the two groups display the distribution of answers in a way that is 
more easily perceived. The shortcoming of this way of presenting the results is that the 
relations between the two groups can become unclear. For instance when looking at 
the separate charts for question 14 the results can seem to be closer to each other than 
when looking at the multi-set bar chart, which makes the difference much moer easily 
noticable.
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Pics 10 & 11. Screenshots of the two videoexcerpts S1 and F2 used in for the survey. The excerpts are wat-
chable on Youtube through the following links: 
 
S1: https://youtu.be/_aobBt0aNwk

F2: https://youtu.be/8Bq-PYKuy-E
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At least 85% of the participants were between 19 and 31 years of age. The oldest parti-
cipant was 49 and the youngest 19. The age distributions of S1 and F2 were similar to 
each other.

S1

F2

Q1
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The difference between these charts is striking. They are almost each other’s opposites. 
With an average response value of 2.55, the majority of participants who saw F2 found 
it to be more stressful than relaxing. The result is quite the opposite for the ones who 
saw S1 with an average response value of 3.22. Based on this question, watching video 
in slow motion could have a relaxing effect on the viewer.
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When asking if the video was experienced as peaceful or hectic, the results were similar 
as for the previous quetsion. For F2, the answers of the participants lean strongly to 
experiencing the video as hectic, but participants who saw S1 experienced it to be quite 
neutral in this regard, with a small weight toward the peaceful. These results suggest 
that slow motion videos can be experienced as peaceful compared to regular speed 
ones.
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The responses for the question on if the video was experienced as not annoying or an-
noying were interesting in that they were almost similar between the two excerpts. The 
majority of participants experienced the videos as not annoying, but watching S1 was 
experienced slightly more as not annoying. This result shows only a minor difference 
between the two excerpts.
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When evaluating the video watching experience as relieving or burdening, the respon-
ses lean clearly towards relieving for S1 and likewise clearly towards burdening for F2. 
Based on these results watching slow motion video could have a relieving effect on 
viewers.
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The results for evaluating the videos as not exhausting or exhausting are surprising 
in how the responses are relatively heterogeneous regarding F2. Responses for S1 lean 
clearly towards not exhausting, but for F2 almost one third have answered 1, meaning 
strongly not exhausting, but at the same time almost one third have answered 4, mea-
ning exhausting. It is interesting how divided the results are for F2.
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S2 is more extremely characterized as being in the moment, but F2 likewise leans 
strongly to the same result, even if not as extremely.
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Both of the excerpts were experienced more as not nostalgic than nostalgic. The result 
speaks of little or nonexistant difference between experiencing the two prototype vari-
ations. Nostalgic associations can be seen to be connected to other traits in videos than 
playback speed.
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When asking if watching the video had a positive or negative impact on their mood 
participants both for S1 and F2 replied that the impact was more positive than negati-
ve. For F2 the responses were more strongly concentrated towards a neutral impact and 
for S2 slightly more towards a positive one. Based on these results slow motion video 
might impact a viewer’s mood more positively than regular speed.
All participants seemed to have a positive and even excited attitude towards part taking 
in the survey. It is possible that this positive bias influences how they experienced the 
video. Would the experience have been different if the participants felt negative emo-
tions about participating in the survey to start with?
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What is interesting about the responses for the question if participants experienced the 
videos as anxiety reducing or rising is that there were so few number 3 responses, but 
for both videos the responses were distributed for the most part to number 2 and 4 
responses. Again the results for S1 lean more to a calming direction and replies for F2 
to the opposite.
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With an average response value of 2.52, S1 was experienced as more uplifting than F2 
with 2.68, but the responses to both excerpts leaned more to the uplifting direction 
than towards depressing.
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In this question the value 1 represented very unlikely and the value 5 very likely. The 
average value for S1 is 3.13 and correspondingly for F2 3.19. What is striking about these 
results is that for S1 the responses are more concentrated around value 3 whereas for 
F2 the participants appear more divided to either lean towards not watching the video 
again or to watching it again.
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For the question on stress levels in general, 1 stands for “not stressed at all” whereas 
5 stands for “very stressed”. The average response value for S1 is 2.65 and 3.16 for F2. 
For S1 the responses are more evenly distributed, but for F2 there is a strong peak at 
value 4. Since it could be assumed that these results are very similar to each other, the 
question arises why they are not. The majority of responses for the two excerpts were 
collected at different times of the day. For F2 the majority were collected between 13 
and 17 o’clock and for S1 between 17 and 20. Is it possible that this affected the respon-
ses? Another possibility is that watching the video and answering the survey had an 
impact on these responses.
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For the question on general happiness the value 1 stands for “very happy” and 5 for 
“very unhappy”. These results were quite similar between the two survey groups. For 
S1 the concentration of responses was strongly around value 2 and for F2 more evenly 
distributed between values 2 and 3. The average response value for S1 was 2.26 and for 
F2 it was 2.39.
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Discussion on survey results

The results of the survey mainly support the hypothesis of slow motion being a cal-
ming factor in music videos and perhaps having potential in some sort of therapeutic 
use or as a tool for mitigating stress. Q1 and Q2 gave results clearly suggesting that slow 
motion has a more relaxing and calming effect on viewers than regular speed video.
 Finding the video excerpt annoying or not annoying did not correlate with 
how relaxing or peaceful it was thought to be. Based on this there was not a connection 
between stressfullness or hecticness and finding the video annoying. The more hectic 
F2 excerpt was seen as equally not-annoying as the more peaceful S1 excerpt. Finding 
something annoying can mean experienceing emotional stress or unpleasant emotions 
in general. Based on this question viewing the video at regular speed was not expe-
rienced as unpleasant by the viewers, even if the video was seen as stressful and hectic. 
Similarily, even if viewers found the regular speed video to be more burdening than the 
slow motion video, the difference between how exhausting versus not-exhausting the 
videos were found was not equally clear. 
 It is interesting how, even if viewers have evaluated the regular speed video as 
more burdening, hectic and stressfull, there have not found it to be more annoying 
and exhausting than the slow motion video. Maybe evaluating the video as for instance 
stressful, does not mean that it makes the viewers feel stressed, but that they only eva-
luate the atmosphere in the video to be that. This would contradict with the suggestion 
that the atmosphere in the video could be used to affect viewers’ emotional status.
 There was only little difference in how in the moment (Q7) the two videos were 
experienced to be, the slow motion version being experienced as slightly more in the 
moment. Even though, also this result could be seen to support slow motion’s balancing 
effect on the mood, if being in the moment is seen as an ideal state of emotions.
 The difference in how nostalgic (Q8) the two excerpts were experienced to be 
was close to nonexistant. This is an interesting result, because for all the other ques-
tions a difference in the results was notable. Q8 is something of an exception among 
the questions. Asking about nostalgy was seen as problematic when formulating the 
questions for the survey, but it was left in the survey as something of a curiosity. It is 
interesting how its results differ from the others in how there is almost no difference 
between the two videos.
 Question 9, about if the video had a positive or negative impact on the viewers mood 
also supports the suggestion that slow motion can impact the mood in a positive way. 
 For Q10, asking how anxiety reducing ar raising the video was experienced to 
be, results for both videos were somewhat polarized and for F2 slightly more leaning 
towards anxiety raising. The polarized results for this question are an interesting out-
come in that results for no other questions have a similar polarisation. The polarisation 
could be an outcome of a confusing question, which has been misunderstood by some 
(perhaps the word reducing has been misunderstood). Nevertheless, the results for this 
question support a more positive effect on anxiety for the slow motion video.
 In Q11, the difference in how uplifting or depressing the videos were found 
was very small. This result does not support the suggestion that playback speed could 
have an effect on emotional wellbeing. Similarily the results for Q12 do not have no-
table difference between the two excerpts.
 Questions 13 and 14 functioned as something of a charting of the participants’ 
emotional wellbeing genreally, Q13 asking about stress and Q14 about happiness. Ideal-
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ly there would be no difference in the answers between the two participant groups. 
This was true for Q14, but not fully for Q13. The difference in the results for Q13 
between the two groups can be connected to the time of conducting the survey. This 
is an important detail. Conducting the surveys at slighlty varying times for the two 
survey groups has possibly affected the results due to a difference in how stressed the 
participants have been when answering the questions. How much this has affected the 
study is difficult to say, but this point should be taken to consideration when evalua-
tiong the validity of the results.
 All in all the participants described themselves to be moderately stressed and 
happy in both groups.
 As a general result for the survey, it seems like the participants found the slow 
motion excerpt to be more pleasant and to have a more positive impact on their emo-
tional status than the regular speed excerpt.

Music video for the song Control

The idea to make a music video for Control came to me during my exchange studies 
at SFU in Vancouver, Canada. It is not an unusual thought to want to make a music 
video for a song, especially nowadays, when music is often listened to through smart 
phones with screens and the popularity of publishing music combined to a music video 
is more common than ever. What did make me want to make the video even more was 
the unusual, amazing environments I saw around me in Vancouver.

Pic 12. View of amazing mountains behind North-Vancouver.
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 I made the song Control during March in 2022, around the same time as 
Russia invaded Ukraine. The invasion strongly affected my thoughts and feelings about 
life, human beings and the times we live in. It was like a dark shadow of disappoint-
ment and anger had fallen over everything and this affected the music I was making. 
The atmosphere in Control is serious and dark, consisting of harsh, industrial drum 
beats, melodies filled with pathos and shaky but charged vocals. 

After I was finished with the composition of the song I wrote the lyrics. I had 
no specific idea about them, but they formed into a bitter judgment and expression of 
loath and disrespect towards delusional, selfish tyrants.

Your grand plan, noble visions
after all the years of toil
Finally now unfolding, in all its glory
Rising before you
But it looks all wrong

All your riches, your achievements:
Unquestioned domination. They make no difference.
Like the unfortunate opponents who ended up in your claws
They simply disappear.

For some time now you’ve felt a presence
An unsettling menace
Like something sucking you dry
Could it be, that your time has come 
to be ground by the cogwheels?

Pic 13. I wanted to film in the neat looking skyscraper environment when I had the chance.
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The idea of the lyrics is to portray tyrants as immature boys (tyrants have usually been 
male through history), who cannot control their selfish, infantile obsessions of wanting 
to have control over everything and how they destroy other people’s lives because of 
this. The lyrics describe how the tyrant notices that his power is waning, how insigni-
ficant his obsessive need for domination is and how he is starting to fear losing control 
and having to face the hate of everyone who he has done wrong towards.
 The vision for the video formed gradually during the process of composing 
and writing lyrics. Since the vocals have a significant role in the song, I wanted part of 
the video to be me singing them. I instinctively thought of these shots as urban shots 
from downtown Vancouver. Maybe the inspiration was based on music videos I had 
seen as a little boy, where my idols were in similar environments.
 I am not fully sure how I got the idea of the other part of the video, in which 
my classmate Kaiya dances in a desolate concrete stairway. I had seen Kaiya dance a 
few times during class and somehow my mind combined the tunes in Control to her 
movements.
 The location for Kaiya’s dance shots ended up being SFU’s Burnaby Mountain 
main campus, where I lived in university residence for 2 months. The campus bruta-
list architecture, designed by Geoffrey Massey and Arthur Erickson in 1963 is visually 
impressive and was an easy choice for a music video environment.
 The harsh concrete architecture reflects the harsh side of the song and Kaiyas 
dance the lighter and fair nature of the melodies. Likewise the concrete reflects the 
harsh, ugly world of tyrants whereas the dancer represents the people, who only want 
to live their lives.

Pic 14. Stillshot from the filming session for parts with me downtown Vancouver. Since we were only 
two people present, I carried the camera box even if it was not meant to be visible in the final scenes. 
The lower part of me was left out from the shots so the box could not be seen. Shot by Sydney Bunning.
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Slow motion in the music video for Control
The deepened understanding of slow motion through working on this thesis has affe-
cted the use of it in the music video for Control. Primarily, the use of slow motion has 
happened in a more conscious way.

One notable result is purely the amount of slow motion used. Many of the 
findings in this study have encouraged a generous use of the effect. Since slow motion 
strengthens the emotional impact of scenes and matches well with music, it is a very 
suitable effect for use in music videos and can be used abundantly. Even the whole 
video can be in slow motion, like discussed with Valtteri and Heikki in the interviews. 
As a result I have not been shy in applying to a big part of the scenes.
 The atmosphere of the song is an etheric, slow, flowing and perhaps hypnotic 
one. Having many of the scenes played in slow motion adds to this effect and can pos-
sibly lead to a piece that can function to calm the viewer and offer some kind of stress 
relief, in the way discussed in the interviews and studied in the survey. The main func-
tion of this song and music video is not to function as a relaxation video, but maybe all 
kinds of motion picture can a do serv several purposes, perhaps one being as an aid for 
emotional wellbeing.
 Furthermore the style of the song and its lyrics is clearly more dramatic and 
serious than upbeat and funny. This style is enhanced with the use of slow motion. The 
aim has been to make a song and video that convey a dramatic and serious, yet charged 
atmosphere and slow motion is a good effect for enhancing expressing these.
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Pics 15, 16 & 17. Stillshots from the material filmed by Claine Lamb. These three shots display a full 180 
degrees of the filming location at the Burnaby campus staircase. I was directing the shoot from behind and 
was accidentaly caught on tape a couple of times. It was a chilly spring evening and we had to be quick 
with the work so that Kaiya especially in her light dance clothes would not catch a cold.
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Conclusions

Slow motion is a popular visual effect used across all kinds of motion picture. Even if 
widely used, very little research on it has been conducted (Piitulainen, 2016) and its use 
by motion picture makers is mainly instinctive, without theoretical backing. The effect 
can be used in different contexts and to achieve different outcomes. In scientific and 
sports videos it is often used to make a filmed event more easy or altogether possible to 
observe. In films and TV shows it is used to emphasize emotions or to create certain ef-
fects to film scenes. These effects include making the scene other-worldly (Shimamura 
et al., 2013), manipulating how massive a filmed subject appears (Finch, 1984), creating 
a dreamy or fantasy-like effect, to emphasize a spectacle, drama or for instance super-
hero powers or to portray a state of being drugged (Bordwell, Thompson and Smith, 
2017).
 Slow motion is generally connected with dramatic film genres. On the contra-
ry, fast motion, playing film at a higher than normal speed is connected with comedy. 
In general, slow motion is difficult to research because its effects depend highly on the 
context of its use. Furthermore studying a single attribute in a film scene is proble-
matic, because isolating the effects of slow motion from everything else affecting the 
viewer is difficult. (Visch and Tan, 2007)
 Some theories on slow motions connection to real life or on why it has the ef-
fects it has have been suggested. The connection between slow motion’s effects and how 
threatening real life situations can be experienced like they happened in slow motion 
has been suggested and researched to some extent, but the research has supported this 
theory only to a small extent. (Wöllner, Hammerschmidt and Albrecht, 2018).
 Slow motion is a suitable effect to be used in music videos, because it can 
strengthen the emotions expressed in the song and also enhance the impressiveness 
of the performers (Interviewee Lahikainen, 2022). Furthermore, slow movement is 
generally connected with high status (Piitulainen, 2016). This can affect how admirable 
a performer appears on a music video. Idolization and stardome are often connected 
to music performers and being presented in a way that enhances their status naturally 
supports this. 

Slow motion is in fact so suitable for use in music videos, that many artists 
make their music videos fully in slow motion (Interviewee Lahikainen, 2022). Nevert-
heless, it can also be used sparingly in order to highlight a pivotal moment in the song 
or video. (Interviewee Oinonen, 2022)
 Slow motion has been proven to create a so-called intentional bias (Piitulai-
nen, 2016). This means that a person’s actions on film seem more intentional when 
viewed in slow motion than at regular playback speed. The effects this has in music 
video context have not been researched, but a performer seemingly performing with 
stronger intention could evoke different emotions in viewers than one performing with 
less intention. Perhaps a more intentional performer can seem more self confident, 
which like high status, or even more so is an important attribute of a music idol. The 
effect on the intentionality bias would have been highly interesting to include in the 
survey study of this thesis. Unfortunately the possible connection of intentionality and 
self confidence was only thought of after the survey had been conducted. The conne-
ction of intentionality and self confidence could possibly have been studied by asking 
research participants how self confident the dancer on the video appeared to be. This is 
a topic which could be studied in future research.
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 The calming effect of slow motion can be connected to its popularity. Especial-
ly in modern society, events unfolding at a slow pace and focusing on the moment can 
be calming and pleasant to observe. This calming effect could possibly be utilized for 
some kind therapeutic purpose or as a stress relieving aid.
 Potential shortcomings in this thesis were the varying times of data collec-
tion for the survey and possibly an ambiguity of the survey questions. The data for S1 
was collected mainly between 17 and 20 o’clock, whereas the data for F2 was mainly 
collected between 13 and 17 o’clock. This had possibly an effect on the data. There is a 
clear difference in the data between the two groups in question Q13, how stressed the 
participants feel. Ideally the results for this question should be very close to each other, 
because the participants were chosen randomly and should be homogenous through 
both of the groups together, but the difference in the results can possibly be explained 
with the time of the day when the data was collected. It is possible, that people felt 
more stressed during office hours, than later in the day, when many have already done 
most or all of the days work. The essential point with this difference in the results of 
Q13 is that the stress level of the participants might have affected the results of the 
other questions as well. It is possible that a stressed participant experiences the video 
excerpt in a different way than a less stressed participant. Thus, in future research it 
would be important to gather all research data in as similar circumstances as possible, 
so the difference of time of the day should be eliminated.
 Another possible weakness in this study was an ambiguity of the questions in 
the survey. It is possible that there was an unclarity in if the participants were answe-
ring how they fealt or how they inteprated the videos atmosphere was or was supposed 
to be. For example, in Q6 on how exhausting or not exhausting the participant expe-
rienced the video to be, it is possible that the participant might have answered either 
how they inteprated the atmosphere in the video to be or how the video actually made 
them feel personally. This might explain some of the surprising differencies between 
the responses to the different questions. For instance, the two groups gave very diffe-

Pic 18. Recording the vocals for Control. One of many evening sessions at SFU Goldcorp Centre for the 
Arts, downtown Vancouver. 
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rent responses to Q2, how stressfull or relaxing they experienced the video to be, but 
conversely, the responses for the two groups were very close to each other for Q4, how 
annoying or not-annoying the video was experienced to be. It could be seen as being 
logical, that a stressfull video is experienced as more annoying than a relaxing one, but 
as said, the responses did not support a logic of this kind. It is possible that this strange 
controversy in the answers is connected to the ambiguity of the questions. Perhaps 
some participants gave an aswer to some of the questions based on how they felt and 
to others based on how they interprated the atmosphere of the video to be. Likewise, 
the question on how nostalgic the video was experienced to be could have been more 
unambiguous if it was more clear to the participant if what was asked was clearly their 
personal feelings or clearly how the general atmosphere in the video was seen, but not a 
mixture of these two.
 This point should be thought of in future research in order to gain stronger 
or more reliable research data. This potential weakness of the survey could maybe be 
eliminated by emphasizing to participants prior to answering that they should try to 
base their answers purely on how the video made them feel on a personal level and not 
how they thought the atmosphere in the video was.
 Another point worth thinking of regarding future research is the type of video 
material used for the survey. In this study only material from one song/ video was 
used. This was done in order to be able to isolate the slow motion feature in the videos 
as effectively as possible. When everything else was as identical as possible in the two 
video excerpts, it was possible to more accurately study the effects of either having or 
not having slow motion in the video. In future research the topic could be studied with 
the inclusion of other attributes in the sample videos, like music genre, different artists 
or visual attributes, for instance colour video versus black and white video.
 Writing this thesis and diving deep into the world of music videos and the 
use of the iconic slow motion effect has given me new thoughts on how to utilize the 
effect better in my future work. I believe becoming more aware of the effects various 
uses, how it affects viewers in many different ways and possibly having a hunch on why 
it does so, takes the use to higher levels. Besides from having a more clear understan-
ding of slow motion’s possibilities as an effect in music videos, its pleasing and calming 
attributes, its ability to create something of a temporal magnifying glass and the way it 
highlights basically any emotion in a scene where it is added, I believe the speculated 
impact the intentionality bias has on characters portrayed in a video, possibly making 
them seem more self confident and adding to their impressiveness is something that 
will be in the background of my thinking the next time I choose to use the effect.

The Control music video can be 

watched on Youtube via this link:

https://youtu.be/MMj8cPxkO8A
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Appendix 1 – Interviews

The interview questions were as follows:

1. Can you tell me about your background with music videos? What has your 
career been like? Can you mention some top moments or especially significant 
projects?

2. Do you use slow motion in your work?
3. In what kinds of scenes/ context have you used it?
4. Different music genres and slow motion. Thought on this?
5. What do you think slow motion does in music videos/ films? What do you 

think it can be used for?
6. Why do you think slow motion works in this way? Is it connected to some 

particular phenomenon in real life? Simply put, what is the clue with the 
whole thing?

7. Do you think it could be better used as a means of expression if we had a bet-
ter theoretical understanding of why it works the way it does?

Occasionally during the interviews, the discussion meandered an interviewee could 
answer several questions at the same time. Some of the questions below do not have 
answers because of this, but the missing answers are provided in the answers of other 
questions.

Interviewee 1: Sami Joensuu

1. Can you tell me about your background with music videos? What has your 
career been like? Can you mention some top moments or especially significant 
projects?

I grew up with MTV. I remember watching it after school and always being 
excited about seeing new stuff there. I remember visualizing ideas for mu-
sic videos when listening to music on my walkman. I had all sorts of film 
stuff going on on a hobby level as a youngster. I think there was a significant 
switch to a professional level when I made the video for Disco Ensemble’s 
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Spade is the Anti Heart. After this a lot started to happen and I got to work 
with Finnish artists like Haloo Helsinki, Redrama and international ones 
like Chainsmokers, The Misfits, Erykah Badu, Katie Perry. For me the most 
essential things in making music videos is how the process has been and what 
the end result is like on an artistic level. Things like the amount of views etc. is 
of secondary value to me. I don’t want to seem arrogant, of course these things 
are important when you have a living to make, but I want to clarify why I do 
what I do.

2. Do you use slow motion in your work?
Yes, but for me it is essential to have a specific motivation for its use, even 
though sometimes the motivation can be as simple as the effect just making 
the scene visually amazing.

3. In what kinds of scenes/ context have you used it?

4. Different music genres and slow motion. Thought on this?

I don’t see much difference in the use of slow motion between different genres. The-
re are good examples of its use everywhere, from Nirvana’s Smells like teen spirit, to 
Madonna’s Frozen. 

5. What do you think slow motion does in music videos/ films? What do you 
think it can be used for?

 
One iconic music video with great use of slow motion is Nirvana’s Smells like teen 
spirit. There is a thick dusty, sandy, clayey sensation in the slow movements of the band 
playing and the various characters on the video. The mood is just so very strong. But if 
you want to explain the narrative or what the point is with the whole thing, there are 
as many interpretations as there are viewers. 

I associate this kind of slow motion with dreamy, peaceful atmospheres, moments wit-
hout hurry and also a certain absence of time or separating from the moment. For ins-
tance, if I have a scene with a lot going on everywhere and I want to show a character 
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in this situation who is fully free of this hurly burly and kind of independent of what is 
going on in their surroundings, slow motion is a very powerful way of expressing this.

The effect can be used to strengthen the feeling of a scene. It can emphasize a romantic 
moment, but also strengthen the impact of a tragic event. Or also to strengthen the 
comedic value of a scene, like I think Lamb of God had in some of their music video 
where somebody falls over some cake.

Technically it can also be used to create smoother shots.

6. Why do you think slow motion works in this way? Is it connected to some 
particular phenomenon in real life? Simply put, what is the clue with the 
whole thing?

One thing which I think might explain why slow motion is so widely seen as a pleasant 
effect is our natural tendency towards curiosity as human beings. Slow motion can 
show us things we have never seen before. On youtube, for instance, there are alot of 
slow motion videos of all sorts of stuff, like the ones where a water balloon is pierced 
and you can see the balloon quickly falling apart and only after this the shape of the 
water collapsing. So I believe that for some part the power of slow motion lies in its 
ability to let us peek behind the veil. Additionally I believe that there is something cal-
ming in something slowing down or stopping in the midst of all this hurry around us. 
To me slow motion strongly symbolizes being in the moment. And that is really what 
it is. You take an excerpt of time and stretch it to last longer.

7. Do you think it could be better used as a means of expression if we had a bet-
ter theoretical understanding of why it works the way it does?

Yes, a deeper understanding of a tool always affects how it is used. Also, it seems like 
always when a new thing comes up there are two camps: the ones who are against 
the change and the ones who rush to see how it can be worked with and what it can 
be used for. For instance when sound was introduced to film, many filmmakers were 
against its use. They argued that it was too much for the viewers, that they could not 
process so much information. The same thing happened when filming in color became 
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possible.
It also seems like when a deeper understanding of some phenomenon is gain-

ed, some people will always find a way to put this understanding to use. 

Additional points during interview: 
 
An interesting technical point that came up with Sami, was how shooting at a higher 
frame rate (for slow motion) makes the shot darker than a corresponding shot at regu-
lar frame rate.

Interviewee 2: Valtteri Lahikainen

1. Can you tell me about your background with music videos? What has your 
career been like? Can you mention some top moments or especially significant 
projects?

I have been interested in making films since I was very little, say 6 or 7 years old. Music 
videos in particular started to be interesting to me in my teens. For me, even if the 
music was very important, it felt like the video layer was even more so. It was just so 
cool how the video brought this completely new dimension to the music, and boosted 
it in that way. The first music videos I made were for my brother’s band. Later in senior 
high school I had musician friends and ended up making videos for them. There was 
a long period of doing stuff on a less professional level, just doing cool projects with 
people I ran into and for long I did not even dream of being able to actually work in 
the field, but as time passed suddenly I found myself working with artists that had 
previously been my idols, HIM and Stam1na to mention a couple important ones. 
 
My speciality is VHS videos, which is not very mainstream, but I am a big fan of the 
90s’ crappy and cheap VHS aesthetics.

2. Do you use slow motion in your work?

I could basically say that I have had some in all my music videos. I really like slow 
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motion and in my music videos I always try to find some part, even a short shot, where 
I could have some.

3. In what kinds of scenes/ context have you used it?

I would basically want to shoot everything always in the double frame rate, but with 
the technique where the lip sync and playing is done on a double speed playback. In 
this way when the frame rate is halved, the singing and playing is in sync with the 
song, but all movements are in slow motion. This is a very common technique in 
music videos. Especially in the 90s’ and 00s’ it seemed like all music videos were made 
like this. 
 
M.P.: I did not know of this technique. So it is kind of like the best of both worlds: 
you get the strong emotional impact of the slow motion, but it still seems like it is at 
regular speed.

V.L: Yes, that’s a pretty good way of putting it. When making videos with this techni-
que, all motions just look good. The performers can exaggerate their movements pretty 
much and it will just end up looking better when the speed is then halved. 
 
I have also made a lot of live documentations and behind the scenes stuff. Slow mo-
tion is less natural in those contextes, but there also it is a good way of boosting cool 
situations, for instance during a live set. One metal band I have worked with a lot is 
Medeia. They have a lot going on on stage, like jumping etc. That kind of stuff works 
really well in slow motion. You can also use it as a tool to create tension. This works 
well parallelly with the drama of the song also.

But if I really think about the situations where I have decided to add slow motion, I 
would say it has been pretty much purely because it looks good.

4. Different music genres and slow motion. Thought on this?

I would say the genre does not make a difference. Slow motion works well everywhere. 
One point which came to my mind is that if there are instruments being played on the 
video, this can look good in slow motion. Maybe some other genres might have less 
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motion connected to them all in all.

5. What do you think slow motion does in music videos/ films? What do you 
think it can be used for?

It adds a feel of massiveness and drama. Also a dreamlike sensation. There is something 
magnificent when you have a great song and an equally great music video to accom-
pany it. Slow motion boosts this magnificence even further and adds more of that god 
mode to the musicians seen on screen. Somehow when you see people in slow motion 
they just look amazing on a different level than if they were in regular speed.  

Slow motion can be used to intensify the climax of the song, so you can spare it just for 
this part and its impact will be very strong.

6. Why do you think slow motion works in this way? Is it connected to some 
particular phenomenon in real life? Simply put, what is the clue with the 
whole thing?

One thing that comes to my mind is that I had a time in my life, when everything 
around me seemed to be happening at a weird slow pace, basically like in slow mo-
tion. This lasted for about a year and a half and after it I noticed that I tended to use 
slow motion much more in my works. I experienced the real life slow motion time as 
a restless and sort of scary era and afterwards started using the slow motion effect to 
mimic this ominous atmosphere.

I also heard about this akinetopsia, where a person suffering from it sees everything in 
slow motion. But that is connected to the eyes and not the brain’s functions.
 
A question comes to mind, that at which speed does this world actually function, if 
our brains can experience time at different speeds.

Maybe one point is that when the human eye has more time to focus on what it is 
looking at, the mind has time to rest at the object and we find that pleasant. Nowadays 
especially, our lives are filled with action and stuff happening in all directions. Maybe 
slow motion offers a pleasant pause to all the hectic lifestyle.
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I also remember watching a dance performance in which the dancers moved in a very 
slow manner and thinking how pleasant this was to follow. 

I also thought about a connection to ASMR. Could slow motion be kind of like a 
visual ASMR?

Another connection to reality could for instance be a connection to childhood. Eve-
rybody remembers how time was experienced  differently as a kid. Summer vacations 
seemed everlasting and all sorts of experiences that as adults pass relatively quickly 
seemed to last much longer. Maybe slow motion reminds us of our time as babies or 
kids, when everything was new and our brains were working full time with processing 
our environments and experiences and since every moment was filled with much more 
than later in life as adults, time seemed to pass slower.

Or maybe we just have an eternal longing for a slower passing of time.

7. Do you think it could be better used as a means of expression if we had a bet-
ter theoretical understanding of why it works the way it does?

Maybe slow motion could be used for therapeutic purposes, if its effects on the brain 
were better understood. Sort of to slow down the stressful pace going on in our minds. 
Or returning the brain to its childlike state where the concentration is focused fully on 
something, like a tree behind a window.

So maybe it could be used as a counterweight for the hectic pace of social 
media and marketing that we have to face all the time in our lives.

Interviewee 3: Heikki Oinonen

1. Can you tell me about your background with music videos? What has your 
career been like? Can you mention some top moments or especially significant 
projects?

I’ve been making video related stuff since I was a kid. We started with Jackass inspi-
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red material and different kinds of animation and stop motion projects. Many in my 
friend circle also snowboarded and skateboarded and I often ended up filming them. 
We also played around with making short films for our own amusement.

I was working with completely different things but that whole industry drifted into 
a tricky state and it turned out to be an opportunity to pursue other things in life. I 
ended up studying at Voionmaan opisto. There I became good friends with my room-
mate Matias and we applied to Karelia ammattikorkeakoulu to study film making. 
During the second year of our studies we founded our company Koju Film Company. 
Koju actually started with music videos and we made a lot of them in the early days of 
the company. Nowadays we make mainly other stuff, but music videos remain as some-
thing of a therapeutic part of the company’s activity.

2. Do you use slow motion in your work?

Yes 

3. In what kinds of scenes/ context have you used it?

I think it should be used sparingly as an effect to create impact to a certain part of a 
video. Similarly like filming with drones, which became super popular at one point. If 
there is too much of the special effect it starts to lose its value. 
 
It works well as an effect for highlighting a certain moment or if you want the audience 
to pay attention to a certain feeling for longer. When watching slow motion film the 
spectator has more time to look at whatever is happening in the scene, and it becomes 
highlighted.

Specifically in music videos slow motion is very good for band scenes. The recording 
is made so that the band plays at double speed and when it’s slowed down the playing 
and singing is in sync with the song. This creates this cool floating sensation.

I also think the digitalization has resulted in a big shift in the filming mentality. Before 
digital cameras you had to be very considerate about every shot so you wouldn’t waste 
film on unnecessary stuff. When I talk with people from this era I notice how this 
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point affects how they look at things. Through digital cameras the working mentality 
has changed dramatically. The younger film makers don’t plan very much what they 
shoot, instead they just film a ton of stuff and then use the best takes.

To emphasize something, to add drama.

4. Different music genres and slow motion. Thought on this?

5. What do you think slow motion does in music videos/ films? What do you 
think it can be used for?

6. Why do you think slow motion works in this way? Is it connected to some 
particular phenomenon in real life? Simply put, what is the clue with the 
whole thing?

I must admit that I haven’t thought about this before. For me it’s always been more of 
an instinctive thing, using slow motion for certain scenes, when it has felt like the cor-
rect moment based on the manuscript for instance. But I really can’t say why it works 
in the way it does. This is a really good question though. I would say that this also 
depends on for what purpose the slow motion is used in a particular scene. There is a 
difference in if it is used for revealing how a bullet looks when it pierces a wooden wall 
opposed to using it for highlighting a dramatic event in a narrative. There is more time 
to let the spectators’ emotions develop and for the mind to create associations.

7. Do you think it could be better used as a means of expression if we had a bet-
ter theoretical understanding of why it works the way it does?

Absolutely yes. It would probably be a good idea to try to understand the mechanisms 
connected to slow motion better. If we understood its psychological effects better it 
could perhaps be utilized in all sorts of film media to create the wanted effect in the 
viewer.
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